Impact of family-related factors on mental health and adjustment of adolescents
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ABSTRACT

Background: Adolescence is believed to be a period of great stress and storm, as rapid physical and mental changes occur during this period with a lot of problems in adjustment of children. **Objective:** The objective of this study was to assess the impact of family-related factors on mental health and adjustment in adolescents. **Materials and Methods:** This is a cross-sectional study involving 175 school-going boys and girls of age 14–17 years. The students were administered a sociodemographic pro forma, general health questionnaire-28 (GHQ-28), and adjustment inventory for school students (AISS) by one-to-one interview method. Family-related factors such as maternal education and occupation, relationship of the primary caregiver, type of family, and number of siblings were analyzed with the scores of GHQ and AISS by Student’s Mann–Whitney U-test and Kruskal–Wallis test using the SPSS 20.0. **Results:** Poorer maternal education is associated with greater anxiety and insomnia than those of mothers with better education (p=0.008), while maternal occupation had a negative impact on overall adjustment scores (p<0.0001). Children from nuclear family and children reared by grandparents showed significantly greater social dysfunction (p<0.0001). Emotional adjustment, educational adjustment, and overall adjustment scores were significantly higher in children from nuclear family. Significant increase in the educational adjustment scores is seen in children brought up by parents. Social dysfunction was more among students who had two siblings when compared to children with one sibling (p=0.01). **Conclusion:** Family-related factors significantly affect the mental health and coping nature of the adjustment-related problems.
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Adolescence not only brings transformation in the physique but also in the knowledgeable form. These above fluctuations have noteworthy ups and downs on mental functioning. Adjustment depends on one’s own health, wealth, home, family, and school, social, and personal life. These influences are at random and differ from each other in different situations. A child’s attitude toward his own life, his family members, and other objects is developed during his early life through his interactions within his own family followed by his contacts with peers. This is the early period of his social development which determines his adjustment in future with different people and situations. There is ample evidence to suggest that children brought up in liberal families are found in later life more successful in their adjustment in varied situations. On the other hand, children belonging to restrictive families are likely to be more dependent, obedient, non-creative, less dominant, and comparatively more polite and submissive [1-7].

The adjustment inventory for school students (AISS) [8] designed by Sinha and Singh is a self-report inventory which seeks to segregate well-adjusted secondary school students (age group 14–18 years) from poorly adjusted students in the three areas of adjustment—emotional, social, and educational domains.

The inventory consists of 60 items, 20 items for each area of adjustment.

The general health questionnaire-28 (GHQ-28) [9] is used to detect psychiatric disorder in the general population and within community or non-psychiatric clinical settings such as primary care or general medical outpatients. It assesses the respondent’s current state and asks if that differs from his or her usual state. It is, therefore, sensitive to short-term psychiatric disorders but not for long-standing attributes of the respondent. The present study was aimed at exploring the family-related factors influencing the adjustment problems and to correlate them with the mental health of secondary school students.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is a descriptive, cross-sectional study involving 175 school students of both genders and of age ranging from 14 to 17 years. The study was started after getting clearance from the institutional ethics committee. The study participants were recruited from both government and private schools using convenient sampling method after getting consent from their parents and permission from their school principals. Students, who were on treatment for...
any proven psychological or psychiatric disorder or having any long-term medications, were excluded from the study.

After a brief introduction by the investigator, the students were asked to fill the sociodemographic pro forma. The students were made to answer for GHQ-28 and AISS on one-to-one interview method after clearly understanding the meaning of questions. It was also emphasized that there were no right or wrong answers.

**Scoring of GHQ-28**

The four subscales, each containing seven items, are as follows: A – Somatic symptoms (items 1–7); B – anxiety/insomnia (items 8–14); C – social dysfunction (items 15–21); and D – severe depression (items 22–28). For identifying caseness with GHQ-28, the total of the subscales is used. GHQ scoring (0-0-1-1) for positive items, where agreement indicates health, and 0-1-1-1 for negative items, where agreement indicates illness. The higher the score, the more severe is the condition.

**Scoring of AISS**

The total score on adjustment is obtained by adding the individual domain scores, which indicate the general adjustment status.

After collection of the data, results were analyzed using Mann–Whitney U-test and Kruskal–Wallis test using the SPSS 20.0.

**RESULTS**

Table 1 shows the percentage analysis of the baseline characteristics and sociodemographic details of the 175 study participants. The participants have been categorized based on maternal education and occupation, type of family, primary caretaker, and number of siblings.

Table 2 shows the GHQ and adjustment scores in relation with maternal education using Kruskal–Wallis test. The level of maternal education was significantly associated with social dysfunction in GHQ, with children of mothers with poorer education having greater social dysfunction than those of mothers with better education (p=0.008), while the level of maternal education was not significantly associated with adjustment.

Table 3 shows relationship between maternal occupation and adjustment scales. This analysis was done using Mann–Whitney U-test. In our study, we found a negative effect of maternal occupation on adjustment scores.

Table 4 shows the GHQ and adjustment scores in relation with family type, type of caregiver, and number of siblings. Children from nuclear family and children reared by grandparents showed significantly greater social dysfunction (p=0.0001). This study also showed that that emotional adjustment and the overall score for adjustment are greater in children from nuclear family (p=0.04, 0.01, and 0.02, respectively).

Educational adjustment scores were significantly higher in children from nuclear family, reared by parents, and with single sibling (p=0.01, 0.009, and 0.05). Emotional adjustment scores were higher in children from nuclear family (p=0.04).

**DISCUSSION**

Adolescence is a period which challenges the individual for the changes occurring in them, both physically and mentally. Smooth transit through adolescence and coping of all the challenges depends on multiple factors at home, school, and surrounding environment. They are expected to strive to attain mature relations with age mates, learn to perform appropriate gender roles, ascertain autonomy, prepare for economic independence,
make decisions on intimate relationships, and aspire to be responsible in community and to develop a set of values or morals. Family, friends, and peers have a great role during this transition period [1-6].

The present study revealed that there were adjustment and general mental health problems among school-going adolescents mostly significant. Level of maternal education was significantly associated with social dysfunction in GHQ with children of mothers with poorer education having greater social dysfunction than those of mothers with better education. Anand [10], in their study, found that students with parents of better educational and occupational backgrounds had better mental health. Rahi et al., 2005 [11], also showed that maternal education is significantly associated with psychopathological disorders in children and also the prevalence of disorders was highest in the offsprings of illiterate mothers.

The present study showed that the level of maternal education was not significantly associated with adjustment in children which is in accordance with the study done by Nagarajan [12] and Felner et al. [13] revealed that youth from families, in which neither parent had graduated exhibited significantly worse socioemotional and academic adjustment compared to the youth from graduated families. Studies by Douvan et al. [14] and Gold and Andres [15] found negative effect of mother’s occupation on adjustment in boys while Nelson reported its positive effect in girls [16]. This poor adjustment may be due to lack of emotional bonding between working mother and children and overexpectation and pressure. Reeta and Anuradha [17] in their study also proved that adolescents with both parents working faced more problems than the adolescents with mother working part time or housewife. Sinha and Singh [8] using the self-developed adjustment inventory found that girls of non-employed mothers adjusted significantly well than those of employed mothers and no difference was found among the boys of employed and non-employed mothers.

The current study showed that children from nuclear family have greater social dysfunction when compared to those from joint family. Furthermore, it was evident that emotional adjustment, educational adjustment, and overall adjustment scores were significantly higher in children from nuclear family. This implies that children from nuclear family showed poorer adjustment than those from joint family. This finding was supported by Emmanuel [18].

It was proven from our study that children reared by grandparents showed significantly greater social dysfunction than who are reared by parents. On the contrary, our study showed a significant increase in the educational adjustment scores and near significance of overall adjustment scores in children brought up by parents implying that children brought up by parents showing poorer adjustment. This may be due sharing of responsibility in the case of multiple caretakers.

Oliva and Arranz [19] studied a sample of 513 adolescents aged between 13 and 19 years and concluded that in girls with good sibling relationship, having siblings were related to adolescent’s social and personal adjustment. In cases of poor sibling adjustment, it was the negative effects of everyday situations of rivalry and conflict which outweighed the benefits of any support that was provided. Our study clearly showed that anxiety symptoms and social dysfunction were more among students who had two or more siblings than the students with one sibling. Students with more number of siblings showed more anxiety symptoms and poor social dysfunction while they showed better educational adjustment compared to those with less number. This was in accordance with the studies done by Oliva and Arranz [19] and Rajeswari [20]. The study was limited by its small sample size.

CONCLUSION

The current study clearly shows that factors such as poorer maternal education, children grown by grandparents, and those with two or more siblings have higher incidence of social dysfunction. Children with working mothers and grown in nuclear families are associated with poorer adjustment. Further, elaborate studies with greater sample are necessary to validate these results.
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